ask.scipy.org

- Stack Overflow clone for scientists using Python
  - You have Enthought & Robert Kern to thank

- Uses OpenID like StackOverflow

- Based on Plurk – BSD licensed Q&A engine
  - Quite good, but there are 2-3 rough edges
ask.scipy.org – use it!

- Ask questions – You need our help!
- Answer questions – We need your help!
- Need help reaching critical mass as a knowledge base
  - Have a few moments during sprints?
new.scipy.org

- Moving the main website to Sphinx-under-version control

- Sporadic effort starting in Aug '09, over the past few months – mostly me and Jarrod
  - Nearly done, aiming for workable minimum by end of weekend

- Feedback: scipy-dev@scipy.org
  - dwf@cs.toronto.edu
  - Or just talk to me.